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Abstract
Clowning for refugees, clown performances in refugee camps or conflict zones is a performative practice which has existed for almost 30 years. However, very little academic attention has been paid to performance of this kind. This article, therefore, outlines the history of clowning with refugees (drawing on the practice of Clowns Without Borders (CWB), the primary organisation in this field and on the work of other individual clowns). It establishes the key principles which guide this kind of performance, focusing on the practitioners’ emphasis on the therapeutic power of laughter and play, particularly, but not exclusively, for children. Drawing on interviews with practitioners, email questionnaires, videos of clown refugee performance, internet newspaper articles and published material, the techniques and strategies of clown performances in refugee settings are explored through three examples of practical encounters. These case studies (CWB in Lesotho, Circus2Iraq and Mimi the Clown working with the Red Cross in Tunisia) facilitate the exploration of the aims of such work and how such performances might best be evaluated. Whilst the article’s focus is on examining the performative and therapeutic nature of clowning, play and laughter on those who experience clown performances; the fact that such performances take place in difficult and potentially dangerous settings also raises issues in relation to cultural and ethical considerations which are also explored.
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1. The beginnings of Clowning for refugees
Clowning for refugees, clown performances in refugee camps or areas of conflict is a performative practice which has existed for approaching 30 years. However, very little academic attention has been paid to performance of this kind. This article, therefore, outlines the history of clowning with refugees drawing heavily on the practice of Clowns Without Borders, Circus2Iraq and Mimi, an individual clown employed by a larger organisation; in this case the Red Cross. These three examples are presented as case studies based on interviews carried out by the author with representatives of the first two organisations (Jonathan Gunning for CWB Ireland and Jo Wilding for Circus2Iraq) and with Mimi. This methodology is a vital in an area where so little data exists as to the nature of work carried out overseas. This article will also establish the key principles which underpin this kind of work by drawing on interviews, email questionnaires, videos of clown refugee performance and internet newspaper articles, together with the techniques and strategies of clown performances in refugee settings. 
Whilst clowns have existed in both western and non-western society for hundreds, if not thousands, of years (for more detailed accounts see Towsen (1976), the use of clowning as a performative and therapeutic intervention in refugee camps is less than 30 years old. In 1987, Moshe Cohen (founder of the US chapter of CWB) travelled to Guatemalan refugee camps in Mexico. According to an interview on the website of KALW (a local public radio station in the San Francisco area) this trip came about by chance: 
I met a woman from Chiapas who worked with Guatemalan refugees in Chiapas, which is in Mexico, and er, she was telling me about the work she was doing and I was saying, “Oh, wow – I’d really like to help out. What could I possibly do? And she just looked at me shaking her head and like, “Dude.” And she said, “Clown?” And I was like “Ohhh!” Next year I went down to Chiapas and I went and performed in these refugee camps where she worked. When you realize the value that they put on it, you just want to do more of that, and so I did. 
(https://www.popuparchive.com/collections/2064/items/14007 (​https:​/​​/​www.popuparchive.com​/​collections​/​2064​/​items​/​14007​). 19:55 - 20:30)
It seems, therefore, that clowning for refugees began by chance. Why, we may wonder, did the Mexican woman think that clowning might have been an appropriate intervention to bring to a refugee camp? This article will explore why it is that clowning can be appropriate and extremely valuable in such an unlikely setting. In my earlier book Serious Play – Modern Clown Performance (2009) I assert that play is at the heart of much, if not all, clowning and it is play, I would contest, that makes clowning such a powerful tool in refugee camps. In his seminal text on play Homo Ludens Huizinga (1944) asserts that play stands outside real life. He suggests that play “interpolates itself as a temporary activity satisfying in itself and ending there” (1944: 9). However by 1971, the original publication date of Playing and Reality, Winnicott offered an opposing view, “that playing is itself a therapy” (1971: 50). Working in the area of anthropology, Victor Turner suggests that play and ritual are closely connected. Furthermore Richard Schechner identifies two important elements in the way that play can be used in performance. Firstly he suggests that in playing “a special world is created where people can make rules, rearrange time and assign value to things” (1988: 11) and then asserts that “play is ‘free activity’ where one makes one’s own rules” (1988: 13). More recently play theorists such as Sutton-Smith have asserted that play is central to human life. In The Ambiguity of Play (1997) he goes so far as to offer seven rhetorics of play which aid in identifying its function and reach. The above is a very brief summary of some of the history and theories connected with play. It is neither definitive nor exhaustive but it gives a sense of the consideration of the notion of play and its function in the development and healthy continuance of individuals and societies undertaken by academics for at least the last 70 years. Once we move beyond Huizinga, those theorising play identify the connection between play and creativity; play and autonomy; play and therapy and play and laughter. This last relationship, between play and laughter, lends weight to the view that play can be recuperative, especially where it provokes laughter. Who is better placed to provoke recuperative laughter than a clown?  
Indeed the CWB motto is ‘No child without a smile’, an allusion to a child’s right to happiness and play, to what we in safe western society regard as a given feature of childhood. Smiling and laughter are also assertions of our humanity and individuality. In a refugee camp these may even be defiant tools which can be used to help marshal one’s defences against the psychological damage caused by trauma. 
The aforementioned Cohen was not the only individual to see the potential of clowning as a mode of performance in refugee camps. Tortell Poltrona (a Catalan Clown who founded CWB in Barcelona in 1993) first clowned for refugees in a Croatian camp in 1993 during the conflict with Serbia. This trip came about at the request of school children in Barcelona who were in contact with refugee children on the Istria Peninsula in Croatia, “the refugees told the Catalan children: ‘You know what we miss most? We miss laughter, to have fun, to enjoy ourselves’” (http://www.unhcr.org/4d65142b6.html).  The notion that children have the right to have fun, to laugh and to enjoy themselves is at the heart of CWB’s work around the world. In that first year from 1993 – 1994 Poltrona and other clowns made a dozen trips to the Balkans. “When we started, it might have seemed like a joke to some people. An NGO with clowns in the middle of a war! It was surreal” (http://www.unhcr.org/4d65142b6.html).
Whilst they may have been initially unsure of the value of their work, they soon realised that the children found their visits helpful. Now Clowns Without Borders has chapters in 12 countries across four continents (Europe, North America, Africa and Australasia). By 2012 these chapters had visited an astonishing 76 countries and the CWB international website claims that ‘in 2013 alone, CWB International organised 80 projects performing 1090 performances for over 304000 children’ (www.cwb-international.org/history/ (​http:​/​​/​www.cwb-international.org​/​history​/​​)). The scale of work going on means that this is a form of performance which demands analysis and assessment of its impact.
As Summerfield suggests, writing specifically  in relation to refugees “Until the mid-1980s refugee mental health hardly existed as a topic, but since then interest in the psychological dimension of war has burgeoned” (Summerfield, 2000:  421). Applications of clowning in therapeutic settings began to spring up around the world during this period. In 1988 Michael Christensen founded the Clown Care Unit of the Big Apple Circus in New York; in 1991 Caroline Simmonds (who had clowned in America with Big Apple Circus) established Le Rire Médecin in France and in 1995 the Theodora Trust began working with clown doctors at Great Ormond Street Hospital for Sick Children in London. Clearly from the mid to late 1980s onwards ideas about the power of clown to help those who were sick, in pain or struggling with difficult lives began to gain currency. Individuals like Moshe Cohen may have been slightly ahead of the general movement with his trip to Mexico in 1987 but from that point on practitioners around the world were increasingly engaged in exploring the potential of clowning’s benefits for the sick and the traumatised. 

2. The Importance of Laughter and Play 
What is it about clowning that seemed to lend itself to work in hospital and refugee zones? The notion of clowns as healers stretches back to Native American tribes (see Parsons and Beals 1934) with Van Blerkom re-asserting the connection between clowns and shamans as recently as 1995. The potential healing impact of laughter also finds a modern currency in scientific and psychological research on the therapeutic value of laughter. In 2004 Pearce concluded that “Laughter is a universal phenomenon with irreplaceable social functions of great consequence and demonstrable physiological advantages to the organism” (Pearce, 2004:170).

The notion that play is an important part of healthy development can be traced back at least as far as Rousseau (see, for example, Emile or Education). A line can be traced through Froebel, Groos, Piaget, Bettelheim and Slade of thinkers and writers who suggest that play is central to the way in which children develop. From here it is a short step to draw the conclusion that being deprived of play by trauma, conflict and difficult living conditions will have a negative effect on a developing child. Froebel says of play that it produces “joy, freedom, satisfaction, repose within and without, peace with the world” (1885: 30) whilst Slade asserts that “one of the great gifts of life is to know how to play” (1995: 7).  More recently, and perhaps of greater significance given its worldwide reach, the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, article 31: “States Parties recognize the right of the child to rest and leisure, to engage in play and recreational activities appropriate to the age of the child and to participate freely in cultural life and the arts” (http://www.unicef.org.uk/Documents/Publication-pdfs/UNCRC_PRESS200910web.pdf ).
In 1971 in Playing and Reality Winnicott recognised the centrality of play to human development and creativity and his ideas about the connections between play and creativity are echoed by both Turner and Sutton-Smith.  Turner was interested by the liminal state created by play and this notion of liminality is relevant to the impact of clowning for refugees because the performance can be seen as creating “a time and space lodged between all times and spaces” (1982: 84). For the period of time that the refugees come together as the audience they are out of their ordinary lives but are not fully a part of the performance either, they are suspended from reality. Sutton-Smith notes the importance of play as “recuperative, restitutive and refructifying” (1997: 62). Working with traumatised children, Jonathan Gunning  of CWB Ireland also recognises the power of clowning to restore what has been lost “we teach them to play again” (Gunning, 2011: personal communication).
When the extent of clowning work with refugees and in war zones is revealed, it is little short of astonishing that so little attention has been paid to the interventions carried out by these clowns, working in difficult situations with the aim of making children smile. The work, however, is rarely as simple as making a child smile and CWB has articulated a code of practice which governs the work of performers who work with this organisation. Central to this code of practice is the fact  that its “fundamental objectives [are] to better the situation of children who live in crisis situations of whatever type (conflict, natural disaster, social inequalities, etc.) in whatever part of the world” (http://www.clownswithoutborders.org/about-us/code-of-ethics/). The focus of CWB’s work is on the alleviation of suffering “Clowns Without Borders offers laughter to relieve the suffering of all persons, especially children, who live in areas of crisis including refugee camps, conflict zones and territories in situations of emergency. We bring levity, contemporary clown/circus oriented performances and workshops into communities so that they can celebrate together and forget for a moment the tensions that darken their daily lives” (http://www.clownswithoutborders.org/about-us/). Notions of community can be discerned here. For a brief period of time the clowns and the local community come together and, through play and laughter, the difficulties of daily life are pushed away, if only for a short time to allow the audience to reconnect with feelings of pleasure and enjoyment. The temporary community formed by performers and audience reminds the refugees of the power of community and of the importance of being able to connect with those around you.
The CWB organisation identifies a further principle which relates to the responsibilities of the clowns once they are back in their own communities “The clown or collaborating artist when working with CWB projects sees and shares difficult situations. Their work does not end when they return home. They should testify in the measure possible all situations of injustice that they have witnessed” (http://www.clownswithoutborders.org/about-us/code-of-ethics/ (​http:​/​​/​www.clownswithoutborders.org​/​about-us​/​code-of-ethics​/​​)).
3. Case Studies of Performance
Common elements can be found in the work of clowns and clowning organisations working with children in refugee camps and war zones.  These include the use of broadly physical or visual humour; music, dance and song; circus skills such as juggling or stilt walking; and audience participation.  Clearly none of these techniques relies heavily on language, ensuring that the clowns’ performances can be understood and enjoyed around the world. The immediacy of primarily visual performance also ensures that the shows are accessible to even the youngest of children.  Even those who have no previous experience of clowns can quickly grasp the nature of the performance.  Each of the case studies of performance which follows demonstrates how the techniques can be used to engage, entertain and even educate an audience.  Whilst the audiences for the clown performances are predominantly children, the clowns do not perform exclusively for non adult audiences and, in a number of examples given below, it is clear that the adults enjoy the performances as much as the children. The case studies of performances used in the next sections of this article draw on the work of a range of organisations and individuals. 
3.1 Circus2Iraq
The first example is based on accounts of Circus2Iraq’s performance in Iraq given by Jo Wilding, then student and activist, now lawyer (personal communication: 2011).  Circus2Iraq was founded by Wilding in 2003 after she visited Bagdad as a human rights foreign observer. She was not a circus performer at the time but while she was in Bagdad she saw how injured and traumatised children responded to simple play, for example bubbles and painting. After she returned to the UK she was at a festival when she saw a man blowing large bubbles with a simple device. She decided to take one to Iraq. In the next field of the festival were the circus performers and so she decided to take a circus to Iraq as well. In this example clowns form only a part of a broader circus performance.  In Iraq their show opened with one performer entertaining the children with puppets and with devil sticks.  At the same time Jo Wilding, on stilts, would enter shouting ‘hello’ and ‘Boomchucka’ to the children, encouraging them to respond.  From the very beginning the children were introduced to the participatory nature of performance.  A routine followed which increased the level of participation from the children when another performer, Luis, put a small child and then a taller child on his shoulders to try to retrieve the hat which Jo on stilts had stolen from him.  A number of other sketches followed involving magic, music and dancing.  In terms of content the sketches deal with the simple conflicts, producing the opportunity for pretend fighting and shouting.  In one sketch an authority figure such as a teacher or a policeman appeared to be about to get a shaving foam pie in the face but, at the last minute, the pie lands in the face of one of the clowns. A number of obvious clown techniques are at work here. The transgressive quality of pies in the face provokes humour around the world and it is possible that there is a cathartic quality to the depiction of harmless clown violence for children who have witnessed real violence, suggesting that in this instance play can have the therapeutic quality assigned to it by Winnicott (1971). The sequence which involves the removal of a hat from a smaller performer is a comic playing out of a power struggle. In this instance height equals power and, through physical play with the object, the clowns can demonstrate both the exertion of power and the resolution of the inequality through team-work. Clearly this is a relatively sophisticated interpretation after the event which can be read in Schechner’s terms as a performance world in which rules other than those which govern the real world have been established. It is likely that at the time the children responded to the broad physical action and that they were entertained to see children from the audience co-opted into helping Luis retrieve his hat. 
3.2 Clowns Without Borders Ireland
The next example is drawn from the work of CWB Ireland during their 2007 tour of Lesotho.  In order to explore what took place in performance I am using recorded footage available at: http://www.cultureunplugged.com/documentary/watch-online/filmedia/play/3655/Clown-Around-Lesotho (​http:​/​​/​www.cultureunplugged.com​/​documentary​/​watch-online​/​filmedia​/​play​/​3655​/​Clown-Around-Lesotho​).  This film includes footage of a number of performances given during the same tour. According to Jonathan Gunning, “in situations where they are traumatised children forget how to be children. Clowns, we help them to be children again.  We teach them to play once again, to laugh” (www.cultureunplugged.com (​http:​/​​/​www.cultureunplugged.com​)). A number of sections of the performance encourage the children to become involved in play.  In order to introduce the clowns to the audience the performance begins simply.  A red backdrop is erected and the clowns perform both in front of it and by sticking their hands through openings in it.  They use music and song to catch and hold the audience’s attention.  One of the clowns uses a furry hand puppet to attack the children playfully eliciting laughter and smiles.  Most of the performances featured on this website take place outside.  They rely heavily on simple slapstick and physical routines which negate the need for language.  In one sequence Jonathan and Brian bump into each other.  Jonathan appears to be knocked out.  He falls on the floor.  His legs and arms stick up.  If his arm is pushed down then his legs sticks up and vice versa.  All of this is accompanied by sound effects on a swannee whistle.  Brian finally gets Jonathan to his feet. This business draws on a classic Western entrée known as Dead and Alive or Death and Life. One version of this can be found in Remy’s Clowns Scenes, dating back to 1870 but the responses of the children shown on the DVD demonstrate that it is very amusing to children in Africa in the twenty first century.  Using the local language, Sotho, Brian asks for meetse (water) and a child is brought out to help.  This technique of incorporating an audience member into the performance is known as animation.  Often it encourages audience engagement because they can relate both to the clowns and to one of their number on stage, drawing them more closely into the play world created by the performers.  Here the boy is used to prop Jonathan up.  As soon as Jonathan leans on him he begins to sway about and the boy struggles to keep him upright.  This draws the biggest laughter response yet from the audience who clearly find it hilarious that the boy is struggling with the task set.  Here the boy is drawn into a game, the game of holding Jonathan up. The clowns pull a second helper, a slightly bigger boy to help the first.  One holds each of Jonathan’s hands and he continues to fall about pulling them around the stage.  The game of holding Jonathan up now has two players. Apart from the word for water no language is used in this section but the audience, including the boys brought onto the stage area, clearly understand what is going on. Within the play frame Jonathan is in such need of water that he is likely to fall down if not supported.  The boys have been set a task and they struggle to sustain it successfully to the delight of those left in the audience.  
On this tour the aim of the clowns was to bring performance and play to their audiences.  To this end they performed fifteen shows in the first week including at an SOS children’s village in Maseru (SOS is a charitable organisation providing care for children suffering from parental loss), at a school, at a clinic for children with aids, and at a number of orphanages.  However, they did not have a specifically educational remit unlike the next clown to be considered.  
3.3 Mimi the Clown/Red Cross
When Mimi the clown went to a Red Cross/Red Crescent Al Hayet Transit Camp for refugees near the Ras Jedir border crossing between Tunisia and Libya one of her aims was educational. Mimi the clown is the clown name of LeeAnn Martin, an American clown performer then based in Tunisia. She had been engaged by the British Red Cross to communicate an educational message about personal hygiene to children living temporarily in the camp.  In this instance, the communication of hygiene message was a distinct task and not part of the clown’s usual performance.  Here, Mimi was being used to attract a crowd to whom a message could be conveyed with the clown’s assistance.  Basic rules of hygiene were being ignored in the camp so it was necessary to communicate information about correct hand-washing procedure to those living there.  According to Mimi “The Red Cross hygiene promoters had pictures of ‘do’s and don’ts’” (personal communication: 2011).  The clown modelled appropriate behaviour for the audience.  She sat with the audience comically directing attention to the pictures.  She then demonstrated over and over again the correct method for washing their hands.  Part of the method was to count to ten whilst carrying out certain actions.  The range of nationalities in the camp meant that one to ten had to be counted in English, French, Arabic and any other languages represented.  Mimi was able to keep the children focussed on the task by trying and failing to count in the languages which were unfamiliar to her.  Amidst the hilarity of seeing an adult unable to count like them, the children repeatedly practiced washing their hands.  Perhaps without even realizing that they were being taught, the children learned a valuable lesson.  According to Mimi, the local Red Cross representative “had used clowns before to get messages across because clowns tend to draw a crowd, no matter what country you are in” (personal communication: 2011).
4. Purpose
Other clown organisations have also engaged in educative performances. In Kabul the Patchwork for Peace group engaged in “the school's mine awareness program. They [took] models of the score of different types of mines to be found in Afghanistan and buil[t] a mock minefield. In their joking fashion, the clowns show[ed] what not to do, by walking through it and pretending to be blown up. This time, the children don't laugh.” (http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/backgroundbriefing/clowning-in-kabul/3523764 (​http:​/​​/​www.abc.net.au​/​radionational​/​programs​/​backgroundbriefing​/​clowning-in-kabul​/​3523764​)). Clearly, therefore, the purpose is not always to make the audience laugh. In this instance the clowns had already performed their usual laughter-provoking show, forming a relationship with the audience. They were then able to use this to remind the children of the dangers of unexploded mines. As recently as December 2014 CBW USA have worked in Lebanon making similar interventions of behalf of the Mines Advisory group (MAG), “We were assisted by employees of MAG in communicating the message of landmine (and unexploded ordinance) safety.  We had some success as well integrating a skit where the clowns helped show the kids how to avoid hazardous former war zones” (http://www.clownswithoutborders.org/update/december-3rd-2015-shows-begin/).
It is clear, therefore, that clowns perform for children in refugee camps and conflict zones with a range of aims including both entertainment and education. Jo Wilding, founder of Circus2Iraq, identifies her principle aim as being “To make the kids laugh and give them some relief from the trauma they had been through”, again we find the therapeutic nature of play being emphasised in line with Winnicott’s theories. This aim is shared by Moshe Cohen who describes his primary purpose in doing this kind of work as “To bring laughter into places where it is most needed. To offer children an opportunity to laugh...to release stress and tensions” (personal communication: 2011). Mimi (who clowned in Tunisia) shares the purpose of bringing joy without focussing exclusively on children.  “I just want to bring some joy and laughter to people, not just children, who are in difficult places. I want to show them they are loved and valuable (personal communication: 2011). On one level such aims might seem simplistic. It may seem that more detailed or specific aims should be discernible nevertheless the common thread running through these individual comments and through the CWB code of practice is that children have a right to play and a right to smile and laugh no matter what circumstances they live in. In Western society we are able to take for granted the fact that children can play and have fun because their security is not threatened and most children live lives unaffected by war or trauma. In the zones where clowns work with refugees, children have witnessed war, injuries and death (in places like Iraq) or the loss of family to AIDS/HIV (Lesotho) or they have been forced to leave their homes (and in some cases their homelands) in circumstances that they can barely comprehend. Against that backdrop the desire to ensure that children remember how to smile and how to have fun becomes vital. In the video documentary of CWB Ireland working in Lesotho one of the local adults, Tshepo of the Tlhoreng Arts Project, says “it’s a great honour for the clowns actually to come here and to entertain these kids who need to love one day and who need to be loved also” (http://www.cultureunplugged.com/documentary/watch-online/filmedia/play/3655/Clown-Around-Lesotho (​http:​/​​/​www.cultureunplugged.com​/​documentary​/​watch-online​/​filmedia​/​play​/​3655​/​Clown-Around-Lesotho​)). The implication here is clear – that play and laughter are vital in helping children develop into adults who are capable of sustaining relationships and feeling positive emotions. Whilst the aims and intentions of the performers and the organisations are often simply expressed in terms of laughter, bringing laughter from one part of the world to another is not without difficulties. 
5. Cultural and Ethical considerations
5.1 Cultural Issues
When any of these clown organisations or individual performers works with refugees or disadvantaged adults or children, particularly in non-western societies there are cultural issues to be considered. Moshe Cohen states “Cultural sensitivity is always a factor in bringing Western performance into different cultures” (Cohen, personal communication: 2011). When, in 2001, A Patchwork for Peace took a five week medical and laughter inducing mission into Kabul they encountered some cultural difficulties. One of the clown doctors with this project, Jean Paul Bell, asserts that “the clowns almost have diplomatic immunity from cultural taboos, because I guess we're the ones who can step over that line, and we must be brave, we must take that risk”. (http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/backgroundbriefing/clowning-in-kabul/3523764). However, it is clear from a number of incidents with different clown organisations that clowns can and do run into difficulties when performing outside of their own culture. Jo Wilding, working in predominantly Muslim Iraq, recognised the need for adjustment, “We were careful with costumes to make sure they were fairly conservative. We didn’t cover our hair though” (personal communication: 2011). In this way simple adjustments can be made which help in avoiding offence but which do not hamper the clowns’ ability to perform.  It can be equally important to be aware of the religious calendar in the host country.  Wilding acknowledges “We had to avoid going to the south or doing anything too big during the Shia festival of Ashura, as it’s a time of mourning and playing only religious music” (personal correspondence: 2011). The clowns contacted during the research for this article suggested that a little awareness and sensitivity could avoid the difficulties that might be anticipated in taking gaudily dressed, noisy, red-nose wearing western clowns into societies without a tradition of red nose clowning. Usually adjustments involved changes to hair, make-up and costume or adjustments to playing styles or the content of scenes. However, some clowns struggle to adjust their usual playing style or fail to anticipate how their actions may provoke in a non-western context. Joy Karkeek clowned in Kabul with the A Patchwork for Peace project in 2002. At an early point in the tour the clowns went onto to the streets of Kabul to interact with the crowds of bystanders. Joy’s actions provoked a change in the audience’s response which moved very swiftly from enjoyment to aggression causing the clowns to flee back to the safety of their minibus. With hindsight Karkeek who had been blowing bubbles at the Afghan men reflected “I think it was quite a provocative thing to do for those kind of men. Our westernised men it would not be at all like that, but for these men, who put their women in burqas, to see a woman's face, a blue-eyed woman's face pursing her lips and showing how to blow a bubbles slowly, it was the most stupid thing I probably could have done” (http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/backgroundbriefing/clowning-in-kabul/3523764 (​http:​/​​/​www.abc.net.au​/​radionational​/​programs​/​backgroundbriefing​/​clowning-in-kabul​/​3523764​)). Clearly there are difficulties which can arise in the moment of performance when the very spontaneity and play which the clowns seek to provoke can encourage the clowns themselves to take a step too far. Bell also recognises cultural codes which prevent the clowns from working in the ways they might have hoped.  The social system of Islam offers strict guidance as to the levels of contact and interaction permitted between married women and men other than their husband. For this reason, only women clowns could work with the very sick children on the hospital wards in Kabul because the children were usually attended to by their mothers. The mixed gender make up of the clown troupe meant that there were female clowns who take on this work while the male clowns worked in other settings where their presence would not cause offence. 
The incident involving bubble blowing mentioned above fortunately did not jeopardise the whole project and the clowns went on to perform in the area for the rest of their planned week. There were, however, ongoing problems when another female clown could not or would not adjust her style of clowning. In fact what some of the other clowns called ‘cultural insensitivity’ caused a split in the company with some refusing to work with her as they felt she was placing them in danger in a country where “a lot of people have guns.”




Indeed clown troupes must be aware of the possible danger they bring to those who work with them:
We are always anxious that our presence does not bring harm to any of the communities that we visit and we try to not get involved in political arguments. But we have had problems in some areas. I was once kidnapped for 24 hours by Croatian militia. Over a period of several days, I travelled to camps to perform for Bosnian children, but I had to pass through a checkpoint manned by the militia. I'd say, ‘hello’ and ‘goodbye.’ But one day when I arrived and said ‘hello,’ I heard the sound of guns being cocked. Then one of them said, ‘You're not going to the Bosnians. Today, you're going to play for our children’ (http://www.unhcr.org/4d65142b6.html).
Difficulties are not only encountered when a clown troupe visits another country, clown companies trying to establish themselves in their own country in areas which are contested by different ethnic or religious groups have also discovered how dangerous clowning can be. This was the case for a local clown troupe called Happy Families working in Iraq during and after the time Circus2 Iraq were in the country.  Happy Families supported Circus2Iraq in their first show and subsequently received death threats.  Despite the death threat, the company decided to continue their work.  After Circus2iraq left Iraq, Happy Families continued to perform, hoping that they would be less conspicuous with the foreign troupe gone. However the threats continued and on the day of one performance two of their company failed to turn up in time to perform. At the end of the performance “the director walked on stage to stop the applause. He had terrible news. Our two colleagues, two of our best clowns, had been killed” (Seif cited in  ed. Sybella Wilkes 2009: 43). In some societies the potential anarchy of clowns is clearly seen as a threat. It is difficult to see why using clowning to entertain children should justify the murder of clown performers. “The reason behind it is also unclear. They weren't doing anything controversial, say the clowns. Their show at the time was called, ‘A child is just as sacred as a country’” (http://www.menassat.com/?q=en/news-articles/2884-happy-family-no-more (​http:​/​​/​www.menassat.com​/​?q=en​/​news-articles​/​2884-happy-family-no-more​)). What it does suggest though is the potential power of clowning. As a result of the murders the remaining three clowns went into exile in Syria where they continue working as clowns with the UNHCR entertaining refugee children. 
5.2.2 Ethics and finance
In addition to the cultural considerations of taking western clowning to the Middle East, Asia and Africa, there are ethical and financial issues to be considered. When clown organisations visit countries where security is not established (such as Iraq) or where there are issues getting food, medical aid and other financial support into the country then the question arises as to whether the clowns should be there at all. These questions are considered by the clowns themselves. LeeAnn who clowns as Mimi believes that “Food and medical aid are primary, and when those basic needs are met, along with shelter, other needs can be met. I believe joy and laughter are a need” (personal communication: 2011). The issue of clowning where fundamental needs may not have been met raised question for clowns on the Patchwork for Peace project in Kabul,    “we were just discussing how on earth can we possibly help anybody from a clowning level if they're starving. Before you have circus, you must have bread; 'bread and circus' you've got to have bread. These people don't even have the food. So I don't think there's much we can do for them” (http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/backgroundbriefing/clowning-in-kabul/3523764 (​http:​/​​/​www.abc.net.au​/​radionational​/​programs​/​backgroundbriefing​/​clowning-in-kabul​/​3523764​)) and such concerns are shared and voiced even more forcefully by some of those who come into contact with the clowns. In Kabul one young medical student’s attitude to the clowns was “It is not important for people. They spent money to come here, Yes? They can't help them. This money, they [the clowns] should take it [and give it] for helping the sick” (http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/backgroundbriefing/clowning-in-kabul/3523764 (​http:​/​​/​www.abc.net.au​/​radionational​/​programs​/​backgroundbriefing​/​clowning-in-kabul​/​3523764​)). This is the central ethical issue around clowning organisations going into areas where security, shelter, medical support and food aid have not been fully established. Even though many CWB chapters are self-funding in that the performers give their skills for free and often raise money to cover their own travel expenses, the question remains whether that money could not have been put to better use if donated to an aid organisation already sending food and medical aid to that region. Moshe Cohen alludes to the ethical issue of relatively affluent westerners with access to food and water being seen in the act of consumption by those without, stating “the public consumption of food and water in front of refuges is not such a good idea” (personal communication: 2011).  Jo Wilding considered this issue in relation to taking Circus2Iraq into Iraq  “For me, the first thing was wondering whether it was appropriate to bring clowns when there weren’t enough blankets and people were short of food, medical supplies ..., the Iraqis were able to arrange all of that for themselves if only they were allowed to, and Peat, who had been to Kosovo doing something similar, persuaded me by email that play and laughter were really, really important” (personal communication: 2011). This notion of the importance of laughter and play is the most common response to questions of the value of clown aid instead of food or medicine. Clearly where people are dying for want of food or medicine clowns are unlikely to get a response but where basic needs have been met, if only marginally, then the clowns assert that there is immense value in their presence. With the clowns’ help individuals (both children and adults) remember how to laugh. They reconnect with play. Given the centrality of laughter and play to human existence, it is difficult to challenge the clowns’ view, supported as it is by those they visit, that what they are doing is just as valuable as other kinds of aid. In Kabul one school Principal’s response to seeing the clowns at work with the children was “This is exactly what they need, they need happiness and you've given it to them” (http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/backgroundbriefing/clowning-in-kabul/3523764 (​http:​/​​/​www.abc.net.au​/​radionational​/​programs​/​backgroundbriefing​/​clowning-in-kabul​/​3523764​)).
What this video clip shows is the children’s eagerness to be entertained. They come rushing, in droves.  They scramble up trees and in through windows to secure a vantage point and they give ready laughing, smiling responses to what the clowns are doing. These images are in sharp contrast to some of the images of suffering shown earlier in the documentary from which this clip was taken. 
5.3 Parachuting in
Another potential criticism of the work of companies who send clowns into areas of distress for short periods is that these visits are more about making the affluent western performers feel good than they are about making any long term difference to communities visited. Aware of such sensitivity a number of CWB chapters work with local artists to ensure that the work they start can continue after they have gone. For example CWB France work with six local artists when they visit India as they have been doing since 2011. “Afin de prolonger et pérenniser le projet et à la demande des artistes indiens, CSF a initié, en 2011, des ateliers d’échanges artistiques.” [To prolong and sustain the project and at the request of the Indian artists, CWB, 2011, initiated workshops for artistic exchange] (http://www.clowns-sans-frontieres-france.org/2015/02/inde-2015/ (​http:​/​​/​www.clowns-sans-frontieres-france.org​/​2015​/​02​/​inde-2015​/​​)). Increasingly when any CWB chapter describes the nature of the activities it is undertaking workshops are as common as performances. McClaren acknowledges how the work he does in South Africa has changed in response to concerns that short visits might do more harm than good. “We decided to implement longer artist residencies that focussed on strengthening relationships at home instead of only doing performances” (2010:74). This work is more deliberately psychosocial in nature, seeking to effect long term changes in the way that individuals within families and communities relate to one another. The South Africa CWB is relatively unusual in that this team rarely travel outside of their region. The USA chapter and many of the European chapters travel around the world working on projects but increasingly they work with disenfranchised communities within their own countries. CWB USA has worked with those affected by Hurricane Katrina in Louisiana; the French CWB works in migrant camps in Calais and Dunkerque and the Belgian CWB chapter work in the Petit Chateau reception centre for asylum seekers in Brussels. A number of CWB chapters have ongoing relationships with particular regions or communities. CWB began in Chiapas and USA clown, Rudi Galindo, has been working there for 15 consecutive years since 2015, indicating the longevity of some relationships.
6. Power
As well as bringing happiness, clowns also have the chance to exert a particular kind of power when they visit other cultures. At times they are able to bypass usual rules and regulations. In an interview published online (http://corbinhiar.wordpress.com/2010/07/22/the-qa-selena-mcmahan-clown/) she describes the French CWB talking about their work in Burma (​http:​/​​/​moreintelligentlife.com​/​content​/​roger-mcshane​/​breaking-burma" \t "_blank​). “It’s a really strict political situation there, so you have to be really careful about where you’re performing. Assemblies are not really allowed. But for clown shows [the Burmese junta] make these insane exceptions where 500 or 1,000 people, or more, gather to watch a clown show. It’s one of the very, very few exceptions where you can have huge gatherings, and the government approves of it because, well, it’s a clown show. It completely destroys the power structure while the play is going on. It’s a momentary suspension of the status quo”. This notion of clowns destroying the status quo is central to working in conflict zones and refugees camps. The act of clowning, the wearing of a red nose, the unusual clothing places the clowns outside of the normal rules. According to Amoore and Hall (writing about CIRCA, the Clandestine Insurgent Rebel Clown Army, a more political and confrontational organisation than clowns without borders) “the disruptive power of clowning lies in its capacity to distract and confuse” (2013: 99). The very presence of the clowns makes the everyday strange and removes the individuals watching the clowns from their everyday concerns and prejudices. There is a distinct power in being able to draw people together as a community in ways that are not otherwise being allowed by those in power. Whilst what follows is a single example it does indicate a potential power in clowning which could be successfully exploited elsewhere.
One of the things that I remember from the early expeditions was that after we did a performance, people from different ethnic groups would eat together. This made me start to think about the power of the nose. In 2007, during a mission to the [ethnically divided] town of Mitrovice in Kosovo, Serbian and Kosovar [Albanian] children sat together for the first time to watch our show. They went to the same school, but the Serbs studied in the morning and the Kosovars in the afternoon. Thanks to Clowns Without Borders, they sat together. (http://www.unhcr.org/4d65142b6.html (​http:​/​​/​www.unhcr.org​/​4d65142b6.html​))
As well as this potential political power, clowns also have a therapeutic power (identified by writers such as Barner and Vermillion-Witt 1995, Van Blerkom 1995, Carp 1998 and  Berky 2000). Both the clowns and their audiences recognise the power of the work they do “I took clowns to refugee camps in Kosovo in 1997. The camp elders came to us after our first day to say that it was the first time they saw children playing in the camp, or couples holding hands; love and humour breathed life back into these suffering people” (Adams, 2002: 447). The assertion is clearly that witnessing clowning frees people to experience love and humour again in situations where such feelings have been pushed out of everyday experience. 
7. Conclusion
Clowning for refugees is now an established performative practice. Clowns are travelling to destinations across the globe to bring laughter and play to traumatised audiences. This article has gone some way in charting how such performances take place, the performers’ aims and what difficulties exist in performing in societies which do not have a western tradition of clowning. It has also identified the individual, social therapeutic and political effects of the clown interventions in situations of crisis and oppression. What is needed in the future is a broader study which measures both quantatively and qualitatively the impact such performances have on their audiences in the short term. It would be useful also for some longitudinal studies to take place to measure the extent to which any impact lasts. This might allow for some comparison of locations where clowns visit once and others where they visit regularly. However, for the performers themselves the value of their work can, perhaps, be summarised in the words of Jo Wilding “If anyone ever doubted the value of creativity for kids, the smiling faces and shining eyes at Bayaa [in Iraq] ought to make it clear” (http://c2i.blogspot.com/ (​http:​/​​/​c2i.blogspot.com​/​​)). Jamie McClaren, founder of CWB South Africa supports this idea of the value of clowning when reporting on his own work saying that as a result of the workshops he runs ‘Guardians rediscover the benefits of empathic care in their families. And children are once again allowed to be children – to play, to laugh and to be loved” (2010: 81).
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